
 

  

PS&S has established itself as an industry leader in 

many areas of design and engineering.  Much of our 

work is behind the scenes, but one group is gaining 

prominence for its vision in helping to shape some of 

New Jersey’s most distinctive buildings and 

landmarks.  The talents of the firm’s Landscape 

Architecture group are on public display at the New 

Jersey Performing Arts Center in Newark, the Tower 

Center in East Brunswick and Port Imperial along the 

Hudson River, to highlight just a few. 

The Landscape Architecture group has been a 

growing part of the PS&S service offering since 1985 

– the year that New Jersey began certifying landscape  

architects.  Today, the PS&S landscape architecture staff identifies and prepares 

design solutions that integrate site aesthetics, site infrastructure and overall 

architectural goals. An understanding of scale, texture, color, seasonal interest and 

the architectural goals of the building design complement and enhance building 

architecture. 
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Significant projects currently under way include landscape designs for several New 

Jersey pharmaceutical campuses, waterfront plazas and rooftop landscapes, with 

the firm involved as both prime landscape architect and project designer.   

Over the years, clients have increasingly come to view PS&S landscape architects 

as frontline providers of well-designed, fully developed projects, and not simply as 

“support designers,” as they once were.  Working together with the civil engineering 

group has brought an understanding of each group’s strengths and allowed a better 

PS&S team approach.   

“Having developed our landscape architectural group in this environment provides 

an understanding of other disciplines,” said project designer Adam Bowles. “It has 

minimized conflicts which are often created when separate designers develop their 

pieces of the project without being cognizant of the needs of other disciplines.” 

For more information on the PS&S Landscape Architecture group, please contact: 

Craig Cartmell at ccartmell@psands.com  

Brian Meneghin at bmeneghin@psands.com  

Adam Bowles at abowles@psands.com  
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